The BOSSnet
software suite is
a powerful tool to
assist hospital staff
to improve patient
outcomes through
its innovative,
flexible and powerful
Electronic Medical
Record (EMR).

BOSSnet Orders is a comprehensive toolkit for
investigation and consultation ordering with inbuilt logic
and intelligence to streamline the referral process.
Legibility and traceability are known
benefits of an electronic order entry
system and BOSSnet Orders has evolved
over more than a decade to deliver
a streamlined referral process. It is
equipped with easy to develop eForms
as well as advanced order entry tools
to enable client configuration to suit
your hospital and healthcare needs.

Broadly, BOSSnet Orders is a tool used
to request services from other parties
including electronic generation, tracking
and dispatch of electronic referrals,
requests and prescriptions. BOSSnet
Orders is not confined to patient
services alone, it also provides advanced
functionality that enables many sites
to automate various service requests.

Key features of BOSSnet Orders
CONFIGURABLE

ORDER PROMPTS

System administrators can
configure orders to enhance
the order entry process tailored
to your healthcare needs.

Suggest alternatives for out-dated/
unsupported investigations.
Provide clinicians with the respective
expense of each investigation.

DATA PROMPTS FOR COMPLETE
REFERRAL PROCESS

Instant update of orders and results.

INVESTIGATION COST SUMMARY

AUTHORISATION CODES

Set up and prevent certain grades
or types of staff from ordering
types of investigations.

PREVENTS ORDER DUPLICATION

Prevent re-ordering of investigations
which have recently been ordered.

AUTOMATIC DATA FEEDS

Once investigations have been
undertaken, automatic data
feeds from respective internal or
external diagnostic service provider
systems will populate BOSSnet
Results review in real-time.

Mandate additional questions
or minimum data requirements
before accepting a referral.

REAL-TIME RESULTS

Leading edge technology
The BOSSnet software suite is built
on leading edge technology providing
a highly adaptable platform, loaded
with inbuilt and user generated
functionality to maximise data capture,
interoperability and usability.
As well as the traditional capabilities
of a fully functional EMR, BOSSnet
Orders provides numerous unique
tools to deliver real advantages for
client usability and effectiveness.

Allows closed loop ordering where
orders and subsequent results can
be managed and followed up.
Create and save order sets for
commonly used combinations
of orders/referrals.
Allows collection of referral data on
eForms, with subsequent benefits
such as reduced data entry for
information already know by the
system, re-use of information in
later parts of the record and the
ability to report on collected data.

Clinicians can be notified about new
referrals via sms, pager, email etc.
Referral documents and their
changing status are available
instantly in the patient record for
all users to see at any time.
Ability to completely track and audit
the referrals process, eg, response
times, KPIs and the number of
referrals accepted or rejected.

For more information and client case studies, please visit coremedicalsolutions.com

Popular BOSSnet Modules
As BOSSnet is fully flexible and adaptable, these and other modules can be used
as standalone applications or part of a complete EMR solution.
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Contact us on +61 8 8332 9600
today to discuss your hospital health information management needs or for a comprehensive
demonstration of the power of the BOSSnet software suite.

allscripts.com

